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The creation of a magazine.
Volume 3, Issue 1 distributed. John Boyden handsMo7O to Seth Gilmore.
Seth calls a meeting, receives many ideas, most of them bad. Due date: three weeks.
-Four weeks later, Seth receives one article.
-The Denisonian prints an article on the same topic.
-No MoYO this semester.
-Seth calls a meeting and nobody shows up. He edits Russell's article.
-Another meeting called, Seth doesn't show up.
Editorial meeting called to help edit Russell's article. Article returned to Russell, no
changes made.
-Carey conducts extensive interviews for feature-length article.
Editorial board meets to decide when to have next meeting. Nobody agrees on a time, a
fist-fight breaks out among the editors.
-Carey realizes she forgot to press record during the interviews and has to do them again.
-Carey realizes she forgot who she interviewed.
-Seth writes the first of three letters of resignation. Again he edits Russell's article.
-Seth decides not to distribute the letter and fires entire editorial staff instead.
Editorial staff finally shows up for a meeting. Ben stages a hostile takeover, Seth demoted
to Janitor/Executive Editor of Russell's Article.
Ben receives four articles, has no idea what to do. Ben reinstates Seth to Editor-in-Chief.
Seth has no idea what to do either, so he fires Russell.
-Seth fires himself.
-Carey begs to be fired, though she still hasn't done a damn thing.
-Ben and Seth do a year and a half s worth of work in two days.
-Ben to Seth: "This wasn't so bad. Why didn't we do this earlier?"
-Ben, Seth and Carey document the making of MoYO: The Procrastination Timeline.
-The editors wonder if you'll ever see this in print.
A standard MoYO executive editorial
meeting.
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n old maxim holds that the pen is more
powerful than the sword. As a writer, I'd
Kike to believe this is true. Time and time
again, though, it seems that just the opposite is true. How
often those who reasoned and fought with words rather
than weapons were beaten, imprisoned, or killed because
their adversaries knew no language but that of hate and
violence. Among others, Mahatma
Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa
Parks, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and
Harvey Milk come to mind.
In our first issue, John Boyden,
MoYO !s founder, wrote a scathing
and incisive indictment of the Greek
system. His adversaries launched a
vile, personal attack against him be-
cause they weren't clever or smart
enough to attack his ideas. They van-
dalized his car, left death threats on
his answering machine, and embar-
rassed him in public. Luckily, John
survived the ordeal, and produced two
more issues of MoYO by the time he
graduated. If it weren't for his auster-
ity and fortitude, you wouldn't be reading this today.
Four years after John published his editorial, Denison
finds itself in a heated debate over whether the residential
fraternity system should continue to exist. The same ex-
tremists who threatened John's life then have redirected
their hateful tactics at the Board of Trustees, the adminis-
tration and, specifically, President Myers. Only now some
alums are involved, too. I don't have the benefit of know-
ing what will happen to Frat Row because this magazine
will have been submitted to the publisher before the Board's
next meeting. Regardless of the outcome, though, I am
confident that Denison has already changed forever. We
have begun the long process of introspection that will one
day liberate Denison from its crippling traditions and as-
sure it a respectable place in the twenty-first century as
the premier intellectual institution that it strives to be. I'd
like to think that John Boyden will be remembered as hav-
ing been one of the first and perhaps strongest student
voices to stand in opposition to an inexcusable, dated in-
stitution that threatened to drag Denison back down the
evolutionary ladder due to its embarrassing premise. I'm
not likening Boyden to Gandhi, King, Jr., Parks, Stanton
or Milk, nor am I attempting to infer that the issues at stake
are similar in magnitude. They are not. I do think that an
important parallel can be drawn, though, to illustrate the
importance of standing up and peacefully and intelligently
fighting for what you believe in. It is
a quality that is rare in individuals,
and disturbingly rare at Denison.
In this issue you will find more of
the humor, wit, intriguing stories, and
incisive arguments that have come to
characterize MoYO. That we have
made our arguments (both subtly and
overtly) with words and not swords
speaks highly of each person in-
volved in the creation of this maga-
zine. This issue has been long in the
making and for this, I am full of re-
gret, though I won't burden you with
excuses for our tardiness here (you'll
find plenty on the opposite page).
It is our passion and our mission
at MoYO to provide a forum for intelligent dialogue here
at Denison. In the midst of finals and final papers, I hope
you will find some time to peruse our pages and appreci-
ate the hard work of each contributor. You will agree with
us sometimes, and disagree others. I hope you will be in-
spired by some of what we have to say, but I am equally
confident that some will be displeased. You have every
right to your own opinion, and we have the right to ours.
Unanimous agreement is reserved for fools and has no place
at an institution of higher education. We should pride our-
selves on the diversity of our thought and work to encour-
age others to see things from a variety of perspectives. In-
deed, if there is one wish that I have for this magazine, it is
that you, the reader, will enjoy a Mind of Your Own.
D. Gilmore
Editor-in-Chief
by Jeremy Aufrance
/^k I iolence and Music. The two go hand in hand.
^L I Here at Denison, there are a few bands and solo
^L/ artists. Between two of these, The Flatbeds and
Gainer, blood is shed on a regular basis. The Flatbeds feed off
country and the good old tradition that thrives at truck stops and
trailer parks. Gainer, on the other hand, hungers for the grime of
the Punk scene. Often, when the two are practicing in the same
vicinity, tempers flare and fists fly. Luckily, these events are about
as deadly as "Wrestlemania." It was inopportune, then, when
taking photos of the bands, that some band members got a little
restless. Spazmo threw a glass of water at Inbred Bobby Tem-
pest and the brawl was begun. The dust from that confrontation
still has not settled, but rumor has it that the members of the
opposing bands have been seen shaking hands.
To my knowledge, there are four bands on campus. These
are The Flatbeds, Gainer, Dhornale, and Hootie Ewen and the
Matthews Monsters. I had the opportunity to meet the bands
and conduct interviews with a member from each. Basically, I
wanted to hear views of what is going on with music today and
where the bands positioned themselves within the larger soci-
ety of musicians. Sometimes I got an answer More often than
not, I didn't. The question I am left with is this: Do we have the
next Bob Dylan, Foghat, or Blondie here at Denison? You can
decide for yourself; the only answer I can come up with is: Only
time will tell...
The Flatbeds
Inbred Bobby Tempest and the Drive of the Skins
This band hides somewhere in the hills of Kentucky and only
comes on campus to enlighten their fans with "good old fash-
ioned shit-kicking country music." I was able to conduct a short
interview with one of the members of the band, during which I
was bound, gagged, and blindfolded. To be honest, I sort of liked
it. I did, however, get a note in my box, in a shaky hand, that
said I would soon receive a press release from the band. Days
later a map appeared in my box, leading me to an undisclosed
location where I found the release under a mutant cow Hence, I
will be quoting mainly from the band's own publicity statement.
"Country has not been the same sinceThe Flatbeds arrived on
the scene with their distinctive Granville sound. Both on and cff
the stage, in the recording studio and on the barroom floor, The
Flatbeds have made an impact on the way all Americans listen
to country, bluegrass, hillbilly, rock-a-billy, and big band music.
Deputy Moncrief (banjo), Emmet 'Blind Dog' McCoy (vocaliz-
ing), B-rock LeBroq (bass), J.William Hall (guitar), and Inbred
Bobby Tempest (drums) comprise the most exciting event to hit
the country scene since the construction of Dollywood.
"The Flatbeds were formed when J.William Hall and Inbred
Bobby lost a pool hall bet to a dozen Hell's Angels. The pair
soon coerced Blind Dog McCoy to leave his wife and join them,
and, after bailing Deputy Moncrief out of Fulton County jail
(the charges were never substantiated) the core of the band was
solidified. A few months later, B-Rock became the only mem-
ber of the band to join by accident, when Inbred Bobby slipped
a mickey into his drink at a heavy metal concert and dragged
him to The Flatbeds' hideout in Kentucky.
"The Flatbeds continue to produce exciting, cff-key country
music. Though their last album shocked critics and attracted the
attention of dozens of fans county-wide, The Flatbeds have not
ended their quest to produce new music and make even more
money. Their current set list features songs from their upcoming
album, It'll Be Finished When It's Done. Soon-to-be hit songs
include 'Guardrail,' 'There, You Ain't So Pretty Anymore,' and
the hispanic-socialist anthem 'La Mesa (Mexican Porn).'The
album is expected by May 1995; in the meantime, The Flatbeds
continue to tour and attempt to write songs."
When I first read the release, I assumed the worst of these
shady and partially inebriated players. But after attending a photo
shoot of the bands, I found not only that they were shady and
drunk, they also have no table manners. I was amazed at how
the boys were able to handle their instruments. They created a
sound that can only be described as mesmerizing. A few of my
personal favorites, from listening to a show, include "There, You
Ain't So Pretty Any more" and "Pigman." Their gigs prove to be
sweaty and invigorating.
And now, the interview:
Jeremy Aufrance: So, Bobby, what do you think of music
today?
Inbred Bobby Tempest: It's neat.
JA: Your dietary habits are well documented. Two words:
Clear Gravy?
HE: Fuck it, man... fuck gravy.
Hootie Ewen and the Matthews Monsters
Hootie and his Vegan Obsessions
Hootie hails from Georgia, and has been featured as the opening
act for The Flatbeds. He is a solo guitarist and poet, and gives
new depth and meaning to the word "soul." Each song is driven
Aufrance
Dhornale
Keith Chapman and All Things Groovy
Deep within the Temple of the Groove, I came upon the un-
known (as of yet) genius of Keith Chapman and his MixingTables
of Stealth. This band, Dhornale, is the newest of the campus
bands. Members of the band include Mr Chapman, Trevett Allen,
Jeremy Aufrance, and a mystery player by the name of Bob
Lowery from Colum-
bus. Keith uses the
mixer and turntables,
Trevett sings and
plays the guitar, Jer-
emy makes noises,
and Bob busts it with
the bass guitar. This
band began as a side
project by all the
members and has
pretty much stayed
that way. The sound is
a jazz influenced jam
with samples and
twists of fate that bor-
der on possessed.
JA: What type of
music do you play?
Keith Chapman: I do
live mixing. Eclectic
is a good word. I've
been called eclectic
many times. I take
eclectic sounds and
layer them. I'm not
sure what you would
A typical meeting between The Flatbeds and Gainer. caji jt actually. I mix.
Live.
JA: What do you search for?
KC: Beat rather than lyrics. Kung Fu theme tracks. Excerpts
from the TV series. Brady Bunch, you name it. Stick it in a
blender.
JA: What is a groovenik?
KC: A groovenik is the evolution of the "fringe." Evolution of
the hipster. The beatnik. The whatever we are today.
JA: Rather than the bongo of the beatnik, you look for the
groove.
KC: Exactly. A groovenik is a person who interacts harmoni-
ously with others in a creative collaboration, especially under
groove. One driven to artfully assemble in response to beauty
One who, in finding groove, transcends former limitations.
JA: What about music today?
KC: Dance is a progeny of Disco. People in the dance commu-
nity like to proclaim that this is the future of music. I would
by emotion, each poem an outgrowth of his beliefs. Such songs
as "Miami" and "The Miami Dolphins" capture the diversity
and strength of this new sound on the Denison frontier of music.
The two songs merely center on the same city In sound and
meaning, they are entirely different entities. Be sure to check
out the songs about animal rights. Hootie takes influences from
rap and alternative groups and unifies them quite abfy. The sound
is distinct and enjoyable, it gets the crowd involved.And heck,
there's even a light show.
JA: So, Hootie, what do you think of music today?
Hootie Ewen: [ponders and rolls his eyes] If it's not from Geor-
gia, it sucks. I wish I could rap.
JA: Where do you see your music career heading in three
years?
HE: My music career will be locked away in a dusty guitar case
with my memories of Miami.
greatly like to see it as the future of music. I think for the fore-
seeable future, Country is the way...
JA: Ouch.
KC: Country, the anti-groove. The anti-groove not because it is
bad, per se, but because in most cases the uniting element of
percussion is absent.
JA: I can see two factions coming from music today. Coun-
try and a Rap type of Groove Rock. I can see Rock slacking
off and Rap taking over. The groove being with the Rap fu-
sion.
KC: Yes. But of course, Rap •—«••••
is a progeny of Disco.
JA: I'm waiting for a Coun-
try-Rap cross over.
KC: Yeah. Billy Ray Cypress |j|f"' '""" " ' ""'"""""
Hill. It's just waiting to hap- ||
pen. The, uh, I don't know...
[snapping the beat and rap- |||
ping}... Jiff
/ usta be a gansta in the big
city Iflf
But my wife left me cause
she's real pretty ||
JA: What about "Main- |||
stream?" |ffj
KC: I used to be into "alter- |||
native," which no longer ex- ||
ists. It isn't dead. Let's say |||
evolved. fill
JA: Alternative or Rock?
KC: Rock. It's no longer what ||i|
it was and won't be again. |||
Right now the big kick is nos- ||
talgia. Of course, nostalgia is ||
used to combat new dance |jj||
music, because they don't ||
know where to pigeon hole it. |||
Music is so fragmented. ||
Everyone's got their little j||
cliques they are in. There is no mm
way you can globally market
for a clique.
JA: Even on a campus as small as Denisonfc you have ex-
amples of all these different types of music.
KC: People like to say Denison has a certain sound. "Frat Rock."
The twice removed from "Classic Rock" type of widespread
sound.
JA: Is playing live important?
KC: I don't think it's possible to program groove. At some point
you must physically make and manipulate it.
JA: Locking into the groove?
KC: Create and maintain a universe. A universe that changes
and evolves. Slow. Not so slow. Fast. Very Fast. It flows. There
are parts that are classical, some contemporary A groovytune
isn't a song that you could dance to. It's a song that you can't
help but dance to. Something clicks... When I mix I like to use
songs that I can interpret, expand upon. I was born in 1973 and
disco shortly followed. Coincidence? Maybe. It's almost like I
needed to have a theme song for growing up.
Gainer
Chad Jones, The Punk Ethic, and The Art of Body Piercing
Pretend you've entered a zone, call it the Dye, Chain, and Punk
Extravaganza. This was the atmosphere at WDUB when I
shuffled into the station to conduct this interview with Chad
Jones, the voice for Denison's
Punk example, Gainer. There
mSiSiiffi^^ are a few skateboards here and
|;||f||l|f||li!|| there; pink, jet black, green,
Illllllllllllllllll blue hair. A mohawk. In the
1III1|!|1IIB^  background, Punk Christmas
tunes. Mistletoe by The Jesus
•Ililliilllllllllllll Lizard.
llllil^  JA: What do you think of
|llll»^ music today?
Ill Chad Jones: Music today is a
I symbol of the youth of today
ill I think you can tell how a per-
son is by what kind of music
they listen to.
Ill JA: How would you classify
yourself as a music listener?
Ill CJ: The music I listen to? I lis-
ten to, you know, Hard-core,
Illli Punk, Ska. And I think that
kind of describes the way I
111 am. I'm a little bit away from
the norm, a bit weird. A bit,
you know, on the "hard side."
JA: Tell me about the band.
CJ: The band, as of now, is
Spazmo on bass guitar and
1 vocals, I'm playing guitar, and
1111 WV Thunderguns on drums.
Jjl But we'd like to pick up an-
iiiii other guitarist so I could
scream. That's the hopes of .the
band. Hard-core, kind of funky. There's many different interests
in the band and I think we can incorporate them.
JA: Mainstream versus Alternative.
CJ: I will admit that it has been known to piss me off a bit. I
don't know why. I guess the Punk movement and the whole Hard-
core thing arose as a way to get away from the norms.As a kind
of a social movement turning their backs on "normal society"
Now you will find Bad Religion coming over. Offspring. Green
Day. Rancid has even started coming over a bit. It makes me
angry in the sense that the people hear them and they say, "Hey,
check out this new band Rancid," or "This new band Green D .^"
And they're like, "This is their first album." And the fact that
they think all of a sudden they know everything about this band,
when really these bands have been around for years. Rancid's
been around, they've got two albums. Green D^, this is their
•H
third or fourth. Offspring had another album. I don't claim to
know it all, but I realize these bands have had a past outside the
Top 40. It makes me angry when you get a bunch of people who
pick this stuff up because it's "cool," because it's supposed to be
"alternative." That's what makes me angry. Or when I'm driv-
ing around home and I hear Offspring and it's followed by a
Whitney Houston song. That bothers me.
JA: What about the kids who listen to "Dookie" and then go
back and listen to "Kerplunk!?"
CJ: I think that's fine.
I personally haven't
bought the new
Green Day or the new
Offspring. I own an
old Green Day and
Ignition by Off-
spring. I personally
think they are much
better albums. There
are songs I like on the
new albums. There
are songs I'll play on
the show [at WDUB].
I've listened to the
new Offspring and
it's all right. But it
just bothers me that
these bands, a lot of
them don't want to
[go mainstream], but
stuff happens when
you sign with record
companies. The
whole point of Punk
is "away from the
norm." And you got
these kids, they run
around, they think
they know every-
thing about the band. You know, we always used to call those
kids posers. Whatever. It doesn't bother me a whole lot. It an-
noys me when they tell me the way it is or should be, from their
one album perspective.
JA: It seems that major labels and even some minor labels
are looking for bands that hang on to that Nirvana and Pearl
Jam sound way too much. Although now there is Green Day,
and even Rancid hosted 120 Minutes on MTV. I think that
once Nirvana broke it, it helped and it hurt.
CJ: Like I said, I think it's cool in some respects. When
somebody's starting to respect the "scene," if that's what you
want to call it... instead of beating me up when I have a skate-
board in my hand. It's nice that somebody is starting to respect
it, but you also have to be careful of people who are just jump-
ing on the bandwagon. Because there is a lot of that. I can walk
down any given street and see a twelve-year old kid with a chain
on his wallet and he's wearing a, you know, Pearl Jam shirt. I
don't know. It doesn't really bother me. I guess I used to be able
to identify myself with a certain type of people by the way I
dressed and whatnot. Earrings and everything and now I really
can't do that, you know. Now I can walk up to somebody with a
chain wallet and start talking to them and they wont know what
I'm talking about because their friend had a chain wallet, and
his brother has a big brother with a big chain wallet, and his big
brother was into hard-core music. I agree, I think it's good in
some ways and it's bad in some ways. It's cool in that I can turn
Aufrdnce
The members of Gainer.
on the TV sometimes and see Rancid. I think they're really good.
And to see Clutch, that's a really rad thing to do. But, you just
have to be careful about the people... I was talking to one of the
guys from Clutch, just hanging out with them and he said, "Y>u
know it's really kind of sad. Half the people who are going to be
at the show tonight are going to be here because of MTV"
JA: On Beavis and Butthead.
CJ: Yeah, that's right. That's what he said. That's exactly what
he said. "They saw us onBeavis and Butthead." But then he was
like, "It's also kind of cool in the fact that it might be able to
bring those kids over." He said some of their most hard-core
fans have only seen them onBeavis and Butthead. They have no
clue about their past. But the band has the opportunity to broaden
their new fans' horizons just a little. It is possible to make a
living and still stay underground. Look at Fugazi. I guarantee
they're doing pretty damn well. Ian McKaye. He's stuck to his
values. And he's definitely made it well. 3>
~^fc if ~1| "^  "I • " 1; - : -;:i' -^ l^ ftifflteEiMurdock
Some day there are bound to be a few vacancies on the row. Everyone has an opinion, and
everyone is talking about alternative housing. We've got a few
suggestions of our own.
The Voyeurism House
The Administrators' House
Politically Incorrect Mascot House
The Concerned Students' House
by Mark Russell
n his classic science fiction novel, The Time Machine,
H.G. Wells presents a future vision of humanity that
has evolved into two different groups. The Eloi are
thebeautiful people who live a peaceful and idle existence above
the ground. Their counterparts, the Morlocks, are the ugly devi-
ous humanoids who live undeiground and control the mechani-
cal devices that run the city. The Morlocks also enjoy terroriz-
ing the vulnerable Eloi. Sound familiar? It should, for it is my
opinion that Wells' vision of the future is analogous to the present
social reality in the Denison microcosm.
The assertion that Denison has its own Eloi in not an un-
founded one. It is not difficult to picture the student body as a
whole as a collection of attractive men and women who live a
relatively care-free lifestyle. Likewise, a less numerous, but cer
tainly distinct, group of Morlocks exists here as well.
It is my opinion that some form of undeiground society is
present here at Denison, and the criteria for its existence is that
it is readily distinguishable from the social norm by the appear-
ance, attitudes, and values of the individuals who compose this
group. If this assertion is accepted, I would like to provide some
further insight into the nature of the Denison Undeiground. I
hope to accomplish this by continuing to make comparisons be-
tween Denison's social atmosphere and the environment de-
scribed in H.G. Wells' vision. All analogies break down eventu-
ally, however, so I will attempt to further supplement my in-
quiry into the Denison Underground both with my own general
observations and through the use of metaphor. It is definitely
not my purpose to offer any kind of criticism of a particular
lifestyle or group at Denison, and I sincerely hope I am not mis-
interpreted in this way.
As I mentioned above, my analogy to Wells' book has some
problems. One problem is that Wells' purposes differ from my
own. In his novel, Wells foretells a complete stratification be-
tween the wealthy elite and the working class of his time. He
predicts that the oppressed
workers would eventually
evolve into a group that
would turn the tables on
their oppressors. The out-
casts Wells was concerned
with were the economically
disenfranchised, while the
composition of the analo-
gous society here at
Denison is as economically
diverse as the entire student
body is.
The analogy works es-
pecially well, however,
when the industrious
Morlocks are compared to
the exceptionally active
Denison Underground. Just
as the underground dwell-
ers in Wells' future vision
operate the technology in
the society, the margin-
alized at Denison tend to be
more involved and dedi-
cated to student groups than
the mainstream is. Many
student organizations are
run by individuals who do not conform to the Denison norm.
Campus-sponsored cultural events and entertainment tend to
draw many of these individuals. It is at these functions that the
Underground can be spotted.
Unfortunately, another aspect of The Time Machine that is
analogous to the underground society at Denison is the Elois'
fear of and revulsion toward the Morlocks. While the relation-
ship is not as extreme here at Denison, there is certainly a simi-
lar kind of tension that exists between the mainstream and the
underground cultures. To those who are constantly confronted
with this xenophobic attitude, the situation is very discouraging,
and there don't seem to be any reasonable solutions to this prob-
lem.
So how do underground groups deal with beingmarginalized?
Wells seemed to think that the solution was a role reversal in
which the oppressed avenged themselves upon the oppressors.
Is a similar uprising necessary here at Denison? I would like to
think that a form of revolution has already begun. Members of
the underground at Denison need to take pride in their noncon-
formity, and realize that they are in good company. What the
10
underground movement needs, I think, is a symbol to inspire
them. I would like to suggest the turkey buzzards that perch on
Swasey Chapel as this symbol.
The buzzard has been wrongly associated with many nega-
tive characteristics by society. They are called ugly and gro-
tesque, but anyone who has seen these majestic avians spread
their wings and glide along the thermal air currents on a sunny
morning would have trouble finding anything ugly about this
wonderful spectacle. They are condemned for being scavengers,
but carrion eaters certainly provide a necessary function in our
ecosystem. There are other, more ridiculous claims, such as buz-
zards being a source of bad luck, that I won't even bother to
argue against.
Despite efforts to expurgate them, the Swasey Chapel turkey
buzzards continue to thrive here. The university has tried sev-
eral different methods in order to rid the chapel of its unwanted
tenants. Neither the use of sound waves nor the construction of
pointed barbs along the chapel ledges have managed to deter
the buzzards from returning to their perch, though. The main
reasoning behind this fruitless campaign is that the buzzards de-
posit waste on the chapel roof. However, anyone who looks
around Denison will find that the triumphant turkey buzzards
have made their mark in more constructive ways. Certain cam-
pus publications (The Buzz Word) and recreational facilities (The
Roost) betray the undeniable influence of the victorious buz-
zards. Buzzard fever is sweeping Denison. The Denison Uni-
versity Recycling Program has adopted the buzzards as mascots
and cartoon turkey buzzards have delivered scathing social com-
mentary in The Denisonian. Not only have the turkey buzzards
managed to survive here, but they have also become a unique
presence that has imposed its character upon the Denison com-
munity.
Denison Underground, take notice! The conquest of Denison
by the turkey buzzards should be an inspiration for the uncon-
ventional. Just as these wonderful creatures have overcome their
marginalization, so too can an underground society embrace its
nonconformity and excel in all that it undertakes. Remain un-
derground no longer! 3>
by Seth Gilmore
egardless of the Board of Trustees' final deci-
sion on the residential fraternity issue, one
outcome is certain. We have begun a long
process of introspection that, if continued, can only lead to the
creation of a better university than Denison is now. The world
only spins forward, says Tony Kushner, and we cannot stead-
fastly hold to the conventions and prohibitions of the past sim-
ply because we are too lazy to examine them. We must move
on, and in doing so, move up. If the residential fraternity system
is not dead by now, it should be, and sure as night follows day, it
soon will be. But what, then, is next? In my opinion, the next
step for Denison is to lift the ban on co-ed rooming. By uphold-
ing this antediluvian, pre-intellectual prohibition, the university
pays homage to sexual apartheid's archaic conception of men,
women, and the relationships that supposedly obtain between
them. It's a new world, it should be a new miversity, and the
time has come to let men and women have the option of living
together.
Remember that trip your class took in grade school? All
the little boys had to sleep in one room, and all the little girls in
the other. No hanky panky was allowed, and the smart-ass who
snuck into the girls' room at three in the morning was harshly
reprimanded by Mrs. Mayberry. "Why can't the little boys sleep
in the same room with the little girls?" asked Johnny, upon re-
ceiving four demerits and being forced to sleep next to the chap-
erone. "Because little boys aren't supposed to sleep near little
girls," balked Mrs. Mayberry, with the sublime satisfaction that
it wasn't her wisdom so much as the wisdom of the entire soci-
ety that dictated the arrangement. "But why?" pressed Johnny
Why! The answer to this question is analogous to the one given
today in explanation of and justification for the policy at Denison
that prevents little boys from living with little girls: 'You're just
not supposed to." Most policies can be justified, though, and
just because Mrs. Mayberry couldn't come up with a coherent
answer doesn't mean there isn't one.
Perhaps one reason for the ban is that men and women,
given the opportunity to live together, may be more likely to
have sex and the woman is more likely to get pregnant. Now
I'm not sure about you or Mrs. Mayberry, but I don't live in a
box. Nor is my head crammed up my posterior. Apparently
someone's must be, though, because one of the most ridiculous
claims I have (n)ever heard is that men and women on this cam-
pus don't have sex. They do. They have lots of it. It's a fact of
life here at Denison, and across the United States at all under-
graduate colleges. We're leaving our teenage years, most of us,
and those who have not connected sexually with someone else
by now are few and far between. I'm not making a value judge-
ment here, and those who have not yet had sex of some sort are
misinterpreting me if offended. I am not encouraging you to go
out and romp; I am simply stating what is true about the student
body at Denison. (If you don't believe me, ask your neighbor
what all the moaning, banging against the wall, and "Oh yeah"s
were about last night.) The fact is that many of us have had sex,
are having sex, and will continue to have sex for a long, long
time. So it is evident that separating the boys from the girls has
no real effect on the amount of sex we're having. It's as if Mrs.
Mayberry were sound asleep on her cot, while little Johnny once
again snuck into the girls' room. Her dictum stands, and offi-
cially, hanky panky is still excluded. In Mrs. May berry's world
this may be the case, but in this world it is simply not the way
we live. Welcome to reality.
So if we agree that we're already having a lot of sex,
and further that the separation of men from women acts as no
effective deterrent to this, then what of the claim that men and
women living together would increase the likelihood that women
will get pregnant? In light of the previous argument, we can see
clearly that this claim is similarly fallacious. If men and women
are having sex now, the woman is already predisposed to the
possibility of getting pregnant. Making sure she doesnt is some-
thing that must be done regardless of whether a male and a fe-
male live in the same room with or across the quad from each
other. In a day and age when
what you do in bed (or on the
floor or in the bathroom) could
cost you your life, we are all fj||
poignantly aware that we must jj||j
use protection and common
sense when engaging in sexual ||jj|
acts. Further, barring co-ed ff||
rooming on the basis that fjjjjj
women may be more at risk of ||
pregnancy presupposes a cer- |JJ|
tain naivete on the part of the jjjj
woman. To say that the woman
must be protected, or that the f|j|j
ban is in part for the sake of her |j||
safety, is to say that women
may not be capable of making
responsible choices. Clearly, j|Jf|
this argument will not fly ||
A final case that has been ||f|
made is that because men and i|||
women are physically different ||J|
from each other (in some ways, fjjjj
though less than we may think), fj||j
it is not "healthy" to live with
someone of another sex. This |||
argument also fails on a few
points. First, it assumes a level ||j|
of immaturity among us that |||
should offend anyone smart
enough to attend college. If 9i»imm
there were a situation that made
one or the other feel uncomfortable (e.g., changing clothes, men-
struation, masturbation), most sensible persons could easily fig-
ure out ways to get around these difficulties. A quick trip to the
bathroom stall will cover most awkward situations and alleviate
any discomfort that may arise over bodily difference. That some
of us are outfitted with certain genitals, and some of us others, is
not sufficient reason for barring co-ed rooming. That we as a
society are hung up on sex, sexuality, and genitalia doesn't mean
there is any real, necessary problem with these things that de-
mands we be segregated because of it. To have breasts or not to
have breasts may be as simple as to have light skin or not to
have light skin. At one time it may have been taboo for a white
person to live with a black person, but now we consider this
notion ridiculous; as ridiculous as we should consider the no-
tion that men and women cannot live together
ip§ti||pijiiypBiffi
A final potentially valid claim is two-fold. First, one
might hold that some students may not be ready (emotionally
psychologically, or whatever) to live with someone of the other
sex, and second, that many may simply desire to have a same
sex roommates. These reservations are assuaged by making co-
ed rooming optional. People needn't live with someone they do
not wish to live with. The option to live with a person of another
sex should be just that: an option. But it should not be precluded
as an option. We shouldn't force people to live with same sex
roommates.
Perhaps the strongest argu-
Illl^ ment/br allowing the option of
lllllillllB^^^^^^^^ co-ed rooming, though, is the
following. For whatever rea-
sons given for the ban, the es-
sential problem seems to be
that men are supposed to be
sexually attracted to women,
and women are supposed to be
sexually attracted to men. In
the event that Mrs. Mayberry
did live in a box (I'm sure
we've all thought this about at
least one grade school teacher),
surely even she would know
that this is simply not the case.
It is evident that some of us are
homosexual or bisexual. This
mere fact turns on end all that
we have previously consid-
ered, and all the possible argu-
ments that could be offered for
barring co-ed rooming, except
•••^ ^ perhaps, the pregnancy argu-
IlllM ment that we have already seen
k°^s ^ e water>
tance to allow women and men
to live together begins with the
I1M ..... Ill assumption that since one is at-
*«;*fsi«^^ tracted to the other, problems
would surely arise from this at-
traction.
The university readily allows for the sort of living situ-
ation wherein one roommate may be sexually attracted to an-
other of the same sex, or where both may be mutually attracted
to each other. Why? Is there a double standard? Either the uni-
versity allows homosexual couples to live together because it
finds this arrangement more acceptable than heterosexual couples
living together, or it clings ignorantly to its initial reasoning for
excluding co-ed living (because of attraction "problems") and
denies the very existence of homosexuals at the outset. If people
are prevented from living together because of the inherent dy-
namics of two people who may be sexually attracted to each
other living in the same room, then allowing this sort of arrange-
ment for homosexual students is clearly a denial of the reality of
homosexuality. Either case is entirely unacceptable, and the sec-
ond case would violate the university's non-
discrimination policy. Perhaps the university
implies that homosexuals are more capable of
conducting themselves maturely and respon-
sibly than heterosexuals. This is empirically
false, and we should all be offended at the broad
generalization. It is even more absurd and dis-
criminatory for the university to deny the ex-
istence of homosexuals. The last I checked, the
university's policy was quite clear. Discrimi-
nation based on "account of race, color, reli-
gion, ethnic or national origin, age, personal
handicap, sex, sexual orientation, or veteran
status" is prohibited (ital. mine, DU Handbook,
1994-1995).
The university may have a way out of this.
Instead of allowing co-ed rooming, it could
simply bar any sort of cohabitation where one
roommate may be sexually attracted to the
other. It would then have to ensure that all ho-
mosexual couples are excluded from
cohabitating. To be fully consistent, the uni-
versity would also have to ensure that no ho-
mosexual lives with any person of the same
sex (regardless of their orientation) because the
attraction problem may still be inherent. So
perhaps the only answer here is that the uni-
versity must segregate all homosexuals and
force them to live independently. This would
require a detailed analysis to determine who is
and is not homosexual. Need I explain the in-
evitable futility of such an attempt? In the end,
though, this all sounds like discrimination to
me. A witch hunt that singles out persons be-
cause of their sexual orientation status would
clearly violate the university's non-discrimina-
tion policy. Such an attempt would demonstrate
such ethical and moral depravity that it would
force us all into shame. We are not the mili-
tary.
The university is left with one option, re-
ally, and it is to allow everyone to live with
anyone they choose, even if this means men
and women. It is the only way the university
can redeem itself from the charge of discrimi-
nation, and while I realize it is a big step, it is
one that must eventually be taken if we are to
be fully consistent in our policy and practice.
A final consideration is that allowing all stu-
dents all possible living options just plain
makes sense. It affords us a degree of respon-
sibility and maturity that many of us have dem-
onstrated we are capable of, and many of us
deserve. We are young adults and as such are
expected to act intelligently and maturely That
we cannot be trusted to cohabitate implies that
the university expects less of us rather than
more and assumes the worst of us rather than
the best. Surely this cannot be the attitude of
the university. We should be trusted to make
mature decisions. It's time for Mrs. Mayberry
to climb out of her box, and realize not only
that this is a different world, but that she is no
longer dealing with little boys and little girls.
As young adults, many of us will either be
forced or will choose to live with a person of
another sex after graduation, so it only makes
sense that we be allowed to practice this, if we
choose to, while we're still in school. At an
institution of higher education, social learning
is important as intellectual learning. Co-ed liv-
ing would be especially appropriate consider-
ing the inherent guidance that the university
setting offers should anything go wrong with
certain living arrangements.
Even if the residential fraternity system
does not fall immediately, its influence on this
campus will decrease dramatically. It has been
for several years now. We are in the midst of
great change here at Denison, and it is time to
begin rethinking the way we collectively con-
duct our lives. Co-ed rooming is only one of
many possibilities that we need to explore and
experiment with. Though gender apartheid is
the only institutionally enforced form of seg-
regation on this campus, many other self-im-
posed forms exist within the student body.
Nearly as dramatic as the gender barrier is the
skin-color barrier. Though it is true that the
number of minority students on this campus is
depressingly low, the amount of inter-racial
rooming is even more disturbing. The elimi-
nation of the ban on co-ed rooming should be
the first step, but certainly not the last. If we
are truly interested in diversity, and not merely
in valuing the politically concept, we must be-
gin to explore the opportunities that a diverse
campus offers.
The time has come to wake up to the
changing realities of our lives here at Denison.
Our generation has had to deal with far more
than many generations before us and we have,
frankly, grown up more quickly than others
ever dreamed of having to. If we are expected
to deal maturely with the world as it changes
around us and as we change it, it seems only
fair that the Board and the administration treat
us with the respect that we deserve, and the
freedom of choice that we demand. <5>
Jacobs
WHIAT DO YOU THINK OF
GRANVILLE?
IS YOUR ETHNICITY
IMPORTANT TO YOU?
Yes it is, it is the link between my
history, heritage, culture, and who I
am today.
-Tito A. Williams'95
It is a chunk of New England in
Ohio, very quiet, slow, and
relaxing. It is great to just walk
into town and relax and take in
the scenery.
-Douglas Day'95 Yes. I'm a black woman and I feel
that the things I do must reflect my
I don't. I just close my eyes and race in a positive way in order to
pray for breaks. combat the negative stereotypes
-Oyauma Garrison '96 perpetrated by the media.
-Sakeya Stubbs '95
It sucks a big dog.
-Victoria Matthews '98 I'm very proud to be a Pisces.
-Dan Fiden '97
Is that the little town at the
bottom of the hill? I am proud to know how to polka,
-Heather Brazil '97 but my ethnicity is not a major
factor in my life.
Am I stuck in 1950? -Michelle Kahlenberg '98
-Karen Wilson '98
Yes, I'm from West Viginia, Appala-
If I were 65, I'd love it. chia, and I feel good when I go
-Darin McGinnis '98 without shoes.
-Brian Stone '95
Have you ever read Dante's
Infernol Granville is the frozen As an adopted person, I'm not too
plains of hell. sure of my ethnicity, but I still seek
-Josh Smith '96 pride in just being a member of my
family.
It Is a good retirement commu- -Jody Waits '97
nlly, but the stifling cuteness of
the village is too confining for me Yes, I can trace it back to the May-
to consider an extended stay after flower and the Revolutionary War.
graduation. -Catherine Hosmer '97
-Jon Gibson'95
No, because I don't enjoy Scottish
If Is a town that really does not food.
exist. TM buildings are movie -Margaret Campbell '98
props antf;'|he people are all
actors. No, because my background comes
" • • . • - " • : - ; . - ' . . • . . i v <2
-Jon Hess '98 from all over the world.
-Annie Porter '98
I think Granville i||he perfect
place for rich, spoilt^.fjicfet Yes, it helps me understand who I
people. am.
-Julie Tepper '95
IF YOU COULD ROOM CO-ED
AT DENISON, WOULD YOU?
I would, but I am tragically afraid
of women. They frighten me to no
end with their beady little eyes and
crafty ways.
-Daniel Ewen '96
Yes, it would make being a Peeping
Tom easier.
-Dan Fiden'97
I already do.
- Lizette Richards '97
Yes, I feel it would allow people to
grow emotionally. Some gay men as
well as lesbian women already live
together.
-Kristina Grabowski '98
No, guys are slobs. And they scratch
themselves way too much.
-Helena Oroz '98
No, no chicks would room with me.
-Greg Spyreas '97
Yes, because I wear a bra anyway.
-Mark Lundine '98
No, men's socks are too smelly and
I'd probably die of suffocation.
-Heather Brazil '97
Yes, girls don't make the room smell
bad.
-Darin McGinnis '98
No, that's immoral.
-T.S. Priest '95
-Sakeya Stu;bf?s'f95
It is a beautiful town that
be the most narrow-i
in the world.
-Christopher McMillen '98
k>, I.do not wish to limit myself, so
Relieve in embracing all cultures.
"-"iaminPickreH'97
Sure, why not? I'd want to choose
myself, though. Don't think I'd
trust OSA with that one.
-Beth Turk '96
Yes, because contrary to popular
belief, men and women can be
friends.
-Jenn Casey '96
Yes, my best friends are men.
-Deanna Brazil '97
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Anything involving non-consen :«ai
people, animals, or children.
-Christine Belecki
DER WHAT CIRCUM-
WOULD YOU POSE IN
THE NUDE?
it would help world peace.
-Lizette Richards '97
IS THERE AN
UNDERGROUND AT
DENISON?
Yes, but if I told you about it then
it wouldn't be underground.
-Sara Parks '98
It lives beneath the grass and
sidewalks.
-Michelle Kahlenberg '98
Yes, it is a speed train operating
in a tunnel between Swasey and
the Bio-Reserve. It's really quite
romantic.
-Daniel Ewen '96
Darn right! And an especially
brilliant and talented writer
could tell you all about it.
-Mark C. Russell '96
Yes, but it's not really "under-
ground." The underground here
has to deal with the campus life.
The thing is that the issues that
are raised are for the most part
addressed so there is no strong
counter force to the mainstream.
-Chris McMillen '98
Is this an offer?
1 '98
Meeting a guy at the ice machine
and having sex right there.
-Sara Parks '98
Me spending the afternoon in bed
with a box of orange creamsicle ice
cream treats and some push-ups.
-Trinity Lescallett '96
That thing she does with her tongue,
her foot and a spatula.
-Donovan Dodrill '95
Masturbating with your eyes closed.
-Oyauma Garrison '96
Exposing your ding-a-ling to small
children in public and/or private
places.
-Mary Gwynne Donnelley '97
If I were in a room full of blind men.
-Kristen Pertner '97
By myself, in the shower.
-Maria Everest '97
There is a group of people here
who know about the truth and
-Josh Smith '96 are trying to overthrow the fascist
elites and their zombie operatives.
-Ben Pease ?9f»
How do you think I'm paying for
this education?
-Annie Porter .'98
In a National Geographic episode of Yes! I am part of it. It is the
prehistoric peoples. thinkers, dancers, artiste,
-Jon Hess '98 musicians that
In the dark.
running.
-Jon Gibson '95
-Christili Bclccki '98
Shit if I know. jj|
-H^njaiiiln Pickrell '97If my tool were four inches longer,
I'd go without pants and shoes.
-Brian Stone '95 jf there is an underground, I have
definite!^ missed it.
None. Well, maybe for a million
dollars I would get pretty naked.
-Tito A. Williams'95
-Victoria Matthews '98
iewly renovated" Sawyer Hall. Photo by Jacobs
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demand a recount! (I must have gotten at least six or seven more votes.)
The media ignored mel (The only publication that covers me, MoYQ, rarely sees print.)
I've been screwed by the white male establishment! (The fact that I 'm a white male only adds to the hypocrisy!)
F16HT THE POWER!
(Paid for by the Brian Voroselo Political Action Committee bake sale and some leftover savings bonds I got for my tenth birthday.)
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.cy-l3?)tlt love yoa, lMce:a;wa'
Mi8
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ve bcou tnwai«j;g to rc;«l H
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:at month to masturbate. Give yourself a harid,
•o well. Go to the desert this: suroiier^ :':U^;f J
discover your spiritual guide, but you'll get a swell tan.
/ou can have another cjpp' and mean-
ie scent: and focus allene^y on getting a
ic letters and phone calls from that special
ig to trap you and want you to work for their
lalv 2<fe4«|pjst 23): Get hitched. Everyone else is doing
,1011. Wfeatarc ynu, a coward or a queen? Burn your old pictures
buy a house and a mini-van. Settle down.
iarivw (Januaiy 21-February 19): You are the fortunate
party-dog this summer. Jupiter has made you larger than life, and
Mercury has upped your alcohol tolerance. Members of the other
sex will flock to you like fire-flies, but then again, so will every-
body else. Water-bearer gets wet this summer and toys more than
ever with gender-benders. Smile and sigh, the next few months are
going to fly. Everybody loves you when you're bi.
lists williwur spouse over breakfast and spend ev-
;:i^tii|^ twa re-runs and the Home Shopping Net-
:k from running errands, you will
that you will drive yourself, and
tiff. You cou Id just avoid all of this
! waive' fieattify- feVy-ftar imtrried or domesticated friends as they
' "*" """"
.* (February 20-March 20): Slow down, kid, you're head-
ing for major burnout. The moon is in heat this summer and shes
planning on dragging you with her Someone will bite and scratch a
little too hard in June and you will be forced to lie there bleeding or
bite back. Don't think about it, just react. Save your brain cells for
August, you'll be expected to participate in grown-up dialogue.
): Mars has you super-charged this
-; -'CiCr',-Sj3eddi-a<>.er;.'.go! You will have more sex in the next
tew JiiaH£hst!Kiii:;.fcH >'••«: had «i the past seven years. Not impressed?
l!' sheriff fitly 4iSi between the legs of somebody whose first
t51i Barely «member Take a breather Try water skiing or
•I oMfiJi'ifTheriyy I back to sex.
(March 21-April 20): Sunshine sends you reeling. What
are you going to do with your week, your month, your life? Foget
it, you have no life. Focus on what you're doing right now Who
you're doing right now. They're worth focusing on. How long has
it been since you shoved your partner against a wall on your way to
lunch and felt then! tig yj -broad daylig'u? 'No wonder ;
restless. Ca)! Mj l'^,r:lem-mwami rtrasrne
And, hC,, "
by Peter Edward Mathews
f ^% % I ith the fraternity issue dominating much
% ^L /of the public discourse on campus and cre-
\ ^^^ ating more divisions than connections
within the student body, I decided to attempt to write a brief
commentary about something that we all in some way share. I
do not harbor any personal resentment toward any of thefrater-
:?:::?:&:':£:-SjdW
^^^^•^^^^^^^^W^W^^'X^t^i^^^^^
nities on campus, but there are indeed approximately 1500
"other" students on campus who, as a unit, are just as important
as the fraternity members. These students don't have a national
chapter as a financial security blanket, but they do have a voice
that deserves both the administration's and the trustees' undi-
vided attention. Perhaps, too, these students don't have any
former "brothers" on "the Board," but they deserve and should
demand the respect they would be given if they had. If we are to
move into the next century as a premier institution, our campus
political engagement must move beyond the boundaries of capital
campaigns, the openings of new illustrious buildings, social pro-
gramming, student-government bureaucracy, and the reconstruct-
ing and reconsideration of the moribund fraternity system. Stu-
dent leaders, faculty members, administrators, and trustees must
work together to provide a forum wherein productive dialogue
can occur on a regular basis. Such a forum would be inclusive
of those insightful and profound students who never have the
opportunity to be heard. It would also lay a foundationfor orga-
nizations (even those who have historically been polar oppo-
sites) to consistently find innovative ways in order to work to-
gether both for the good of the university and of the many stu-
dents who are so often forgotten about or disregarded. As sur-
prising as it may seem, it is my contention that the continent of
Africa provides us with a common thread from which we can
begin to develop greater unity both as members of Denison's
community, and as members of the community of the world at
large.
There has been much
iiiiiiiiii^i« ;:;;; ;«» siwsi i«i discussion recently about
the need for input from an
African point of view in the
educational process. There
has been little conversation
about it in some circles,
but heated debate in others.
Either way, this is an impor-
tant subject that has
emerged at a critical junc-
ture in history. With Newt
Gingrich, Bob Dole, and
the re-invented Bill Clinton
at the helm, the national
political barometer of the
country is now moving
dangerously to the right. As
students and future leaders
in an increasingly diverse
society and marketplace,
the way in which we col-
lectively adjust to this ul-
tra-conservative trend may
be the most critical decision
we will ever have to make
in our lives. Taking the Af-
rican point of view seri-
ously will aid us in this ad-
justment.
Yet, taking the time to view things from anAfrican perspec-
tive is more than merely knowing aboutAfricans' achievements.
Rather, if we are to ever exist harmoniously here at Denison, it
is vital for everyone to gain a clearer picture of the undeniable
effect Africa has had on our society.
The European point of view (and the one that has been adopted
by most North American historical texts) depicts the founding
of the "New World" in the 15th century as an historic achieve-
ment for Europe. Indigenous Americans, however, consider it
the beginning of their own personal holocaust where genocide
was blatantly practiced to a degree that would be surpassed only
by Hitler's Nazi Germany and the wretched Middle Passage,
wherein thousands of West Africans were transported to America
to be sold into slavery. Native Americans could never recognize
Columbus Day as a national holiday. Christopher Columbus, for
them, is the man who symbolizes their cultural annihilation.
Many historians glorify Cortez as a great adventurer and ex-
plorer. But what of the fact that Cortez, while discovering new
lands, also led hordes of mercenaries to destroy Montezuma and
the Aztecs, and created havoc in a group of people who were
merely minding their own business? Today this would be like a
band of armed robbers coming from outside your neighborhood,
killing your entire family, stealing all of your prized possessions,
and then later receiving international acclaim for it. It doesnt
make much sense, does it? This is precisely the reason we must
strive to begin to consider all things froman Afro-centric, Chino-
centric, and Latina-centric
viewpoint (as well as a host
of other viewpoints). We
have already had enough in-
put from the European point
of view. In fact, we've had
this perspective for more
than four hundred years. I
propose that one method of
getting to this sort of
multicultural or
multicontextual perspec-
tive, is for each person to
discover the Africa that in-
herently resides in us all. In
so doing, one opens him or
her self up to the possibil-
ity of viewing things from
many other cultural points
of view as well.
One cannot "escape" Af-
rica by saying "I'm not Af-
rican, I'm an American."
America is a concept, a be-
lief system. It is not a ge-
netic identity. Nations come
and go, people move around
and geographic locations
adopt and alter their desig-
nations all the time. What
remains constant under-
neath is the fact that we are
all historically African
people. We may happen to
have been born in the United
States, but our historical genetics date us all back toAfrica, the
mother of civilization.
Whether or not we consciously elect to participate in this
aspect of our identity is a matter that can only be dealt with by
each individual. Many of us may choose to ignore or deny it.
But there are many advantages to embracing this part of our
identities. Inherent in the idea of "Mother Africa" is what I call
the "universal African mind" that is like a beautiful river run-
ning through the veins of humanity. This river contains an enor-
mous wealth of valuable qualities that enhance and protect hu-
man life. And it is available for people of all ethnicities, gen-
ders, and cultures to drink from.
Because of the African origin of humankind and the mono-
genetic development of humans, it is clear that all people could
benefit from some of the information contained in classical, an-
cient African cultures. It is from this vast array of cultures that
individuals like the intellectual Imhotep and the powerful Queen
Inzinga were born and reared. So surely these cultures contain
something that will nurture individual personhood in some fash-
ion or another. There are some values found in African culture
that strictly European based
curricula have not in-
cluded up to this point.
One is absolute respect
for elders. Others include
the reverence for women,
and the unbiased admin-
istration of justice. There
are countless things in-
herent in the African tra-
dition that we must col-
lectively recall to im-
prove ourselves, our
friends, our university,
and our world.
One of the most im-
portant facets of African
culture that we can use to
improve ourselves at
Denison is the sanctity of
and respect for every in-
dividual. Each of us is a
sacred treasure and we
must learn to enhance and
support others' abilities
to be treasured as well.
We must acknowledge
each person's own
uniqueness, and we must,
therefore, become
sources of love, energy,
vitality, hope, faith, wis-
dom, and reciprocity so
that we may collectively
apply our vast array of
talents and capacities to the enhancement of the quality of life
for everyone. Were this kind of development on a campus imple-
mented broadly, we could not help but find creative solutions to
many of the problems facing us today For as we learn to recog-
nize each other's value and uniqueness, we can all come to live
together peacefully as the treasured human beings we were cre-
ated to be. Then, as we thrive in our new community, we can
collectively pause long enough to reflect on how there is in-
deed. .. a lil' Africa inside of us all. <5>
by Andrea Perry
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side from the incredible academics, the ob-
vious abundance of money, the numerous Saabs
and tans from Tahiti, Acapulco, andAruba, can
you think of anything that may connect Denison to some of the
most elite undergraduate colleges in this country? This is the
story of one connection that you won't find in a pamphlet for
•
prospective students. It is also the story of how one Denison
professor helped to bring down one of the most fantastical "sci-
entific" experiments in recent history
"Welcome to Denison's freshman orientation. We want you
to feel as comfortable as possible here at Denison, like we're all
one great big family. Please take off your clothes." Though it is
unclear when this scenario may have actually occurred, it is quite
certain that something like it did occur at one time here at
Denison. In an article in theNew York Times of January 15,1995,
skeletons from our "School on the Hill" were dragged out of the
closet. Under the headline "The Great Ivy League Nude Posture
Scandal," author Ron Rosenbaum mentions DenisonUniversity
among schools such as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Smith, Vassar,
the University of Pennsylvania, and Swarthmore. If you attended
these schools from the 1940s through the 1960s, chances are
you were photographed in the nude in what Rosenbaum refers
to as "a kind of kinky voodoo ritual."
"They attached metal pins to my spine. There was no actual
piercing of the skin, only of dignity, as four-inch metal pins were
affixed with adhesive to my vertebrae at regular intervals from
my neck down. I was positioned against a wall; a floodlight illu-
minated my pin-spiked profile and a camera captured it," wrote
Rosenbaum, who attended Yale in the mid 1960's. "It didn't oc-
cur to me to object: I'd been told that this 'posture photo' was a
routine feature of freshman orientation week. Those whose pins
described a too violent or erratic postural curve were required to
attend remedial posture classes."
Posture photos had become the norm at most Ivy-League and
Seven Sisters schools. George
!!!!!» Bush, George Pataki, Bran-
don Tartikoff and Bob
Woodward were required
to do it at Yale. At Vassar,
Meryl Streep; at Mount
Holyoke, Wendy
Wasserstein; at Wellesley,
Hillary Rodham and Diane
Sawyer. All of them "whole
generations of the cultural
elite" were asked to pose.
While the photographs
were ostensibly to gather
information about and help
to correct posture prob-
lems, a darker motive may
have been driving the
"study." "From the outset,
the purpose of these 'pos-
ture photographs' was eu-
genic, which pertains to the
production of good off-
spring. The data accumu-
lated," according to E.A.
Hooten, former President
of Harvard, "will eventu-
ally lead on to proposals to
'control and limit the production of inferior and useless oigan-
isms.' Some of the latter would be penalized for reproducing...
or would be sterilized. But the real solution is to enforce better
breeding—getting those Exeter and Harvard men with their COF
responding Wellesley, Vassar and Radcliffe girls." In other words,
there was a hidden agenda which possibly included plans for a
master-race.
The question everyone seems to be asking now is whether or
not the "nude photography was a legitimate scientific investiga-
tion between physique and temperament." Was it "the raw ma-
terial of scholarship, or just raw material—pornography mas-
querading as science?" Author Camille Paglia suggested that
"Penthouse, Playboy, and Hustler serve the same cultural func-
tions as the posture photos."
Rosenbaum, after thoroughly researching the background of
this disturbing case, eventually found a letter nearly four de-
cades old that "did something nothing else in the files did."The
letter gave a glimpse into what it might have been like to be the
subject of a posture photograph. For the first time, "researchers"
had to question the effects of their methods, which may have
lead to an even broader examination of just why
the study was being conducted. Rosenbaum
found the letter in a correspondence file be-
tween the people coordinating the research and
various physical education directors at colleges
who were providing bodies for the photos. In
this letter, an unnamed official from Denison
responded to a request for more posture pho-
tos like the ones she let him take the year be-
fore. The Denison official refused to allow him
take the photographs, and wrote that "to re-
quire them to pose for another [round of nude
photos] would create insurmountable psycho-
logical problems." Naomi Wolf, author of The
Beauty Myth, wrote that in a culture which "al-
ready encourages women to scrutinize their
bodies critically, the first thing that happens to
these women when they arrive at college is an
intrusive, uncomfortable, public examination
of their nude bodies."
Dr. Karen Graves, professor of Education
at Denison, believes it is "valuable to use this
as a lesson. We have been taught not to ques-
tion the experts, just trust what they do. The
cloak of science has been draped over experi-
ments labeled 'scientific' but ones that often
turned out to be racist, (such as the Tuskegee
syphilis experimentation in the 1920's through
70's), classist, and/or sexist. Particularly in the
20th century, the notion of the expert has led
to this sort of thing."
According to Denison archivist Florence
Hoffman, no other evidence of the posture pho-
tos having been taken at Denison is available.
"We are not doubting the truth, but we can't
ascertain anything that would prove this hap-
pened here," said Hoffman, "nothing has sur-
vived." 3>
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by William H. Clamurro
Professor Of Modern Languages
/^^\% /% y interest in sexual deviance, or
•/ \f % dissidence, as I will call it, is concerned
W ™ % primarily with the cultural and aesthetic
implications that surround the issue. Sexual identity and the
aesthetic imagination are related. As I see it, art is often a re-
sponse to the reality and power of nature, both the environment
that surrounds us and the "natural" within us all. I begin with a
passage from Camille Paglia that I find provocative: "In the be-
ginning was nature. The background from which and against
which our ideas of God were formed, nature remains the su-
preme moral problem. We cannot hope to understand sex and
gender until we clarify our attitude toward nature. Sex is a sub-
set to nature. Sex is the natural in man" (Sexual Personae). Na-
ture, however, is not as calm, orderly, or normative as humans,
in their more sober moments, might wish. Sexuality whether
dissident or sanctioned by the social norm, both responds to the
imperatives of nature and rebels against the tyrannic force of
our common mother. Art, then, is often the trace of these
struggles. Likewise, I would suggest that sexual deviance is a
complex language, one that, regardless of one's own presumed
orientation, persistently engages our imagination.
Talking about the sexual, however carefully one tries, can
lead to trouble—as the case of Dr. Joycelyn Elders reminds us.
If sexuality is a swampy morass, discussions of it are certainly a
minefield. The term "deviance" itself seems loaded in any con-
text. But in the area of sexuality, it is inescapably pejorative,
and its use immediately places the subject of discussion in a
negative context. While one's sexuality inevitably has to do with
real or potential acts, it also has to do with one's identity, both
the one we construct for ourselves and the identity that our im-
mediate society imputes to us. In real life, then, the question of
the sexually normative versus the sexually dissident is a thorny
one. Most of us, when it touches on ourselves, would rather it
not be delved into too deeply or too often.
In the areas of aesthetics, the imagination, and the very same
normative culture that bombards us with images and seeks to
entertain and involve us in the dance of consuming, the situation
is quite different. Onthe deep, quasi-mythic level and at the most
superficial edges of consumer culture, the games of sexual am-
biguity, androgyny, dissidence, and what Paglia calls the pagan
survivals of image and idea, all continue in remarkable force.
For literature and the arts—including the arts of TV and com-
mercial messages like ads inTheNew Yorker—sexual dissidence
persists vigorously as part of a larger cultural language.
Society has a vested interest in promoting the normative in
nearly all areas of human behavior For some reason, we sense
that unrestrained criminal activity, for example, would not only
be highly unpleasant, but would also just get in the way of the
profitable functioning of our communities. Laws, norms, and
prohibitions are thus created to limit and define what is socially
acceptable. And for good practical reasons. These norms also
determine—or try to—the possibilities and limits of identity So
too with sex. Society's interests inevitably intrude into the areas
of the sexual, and once again the limits of action and identity are
affected. While the primary factor in society's definitions of
sexual norms seems to be religion, or more broadly our inner
ited religious-ethical traditions, the same arguments of efficient
social functioning versus disruptive social "dysfunction" lie be-
hind the taboos and restraints of the community. If sexual ha-
rassment, for example, is unacceptable in the work place and if
any sort of sexuality in the work place can be construed as ha-
rassment, might we go further and suggest that, for the most
efficient functioning of everything from the assembly line to the
law office or the college classroom, the entire sexual dimension
of men and women could beneficially be banished, for the com-
mon good, if it were possible?
Yet our individual needs and our collective culture's recur-
rent images orbit endlessly around the sun of our sexuality While
sexual dissidence, then, may be for a given individual anything
from mildly amusing, to deeply
troubling or threatening, it re-
mains a dimension of our indi-
vidual and cultural conscience
from which we cannot separate |
ourselves. For this reason, the re- |
lationship of the normative to the I
perverse is worth considering. As |
Jonathan Dollimore (in Sexual jj
Dissidence), paraphrasing Freud, |
has noted, "civilization protects |j
itself against the anarchic nature J
of the perversions while at the I
same time tapping them as a I
source of ordering energy. Re- jj
pressed and sublimated perver- jj
sions help to form, and are intrin- |
sic to, normality" (p. 176). As in 1
the area of human behavior, so |
too in the realm of the artistic and I
cultural imagination, normality |
and perversion, the socially sane- f
tioned and the dissident, are I
bound in what seems to be an in- |
dissoluble embrace. Dollimore's |
entire book (which deals with jj
Oscar Wilde, Andre Gide, and I
much else) revolves around a
question that he finds endlessly in-
triguing: How is it that the very thing that our societies (Western
Civilization and much of World Civilization) so constantly and
emphatically marginalizes and condemns is, nonetheless, so pro-
foundly integral to our collective cultural imagination?
I too find this question engaging. But I have no sure answer
It may in fact be a "question" that exists in order to defy and
elude all attempts at a satisfactory answer For persons of cer-
tain religious persuasions, the persistence of dissident sexuality
and it practitioners is both an outrage and a paradoxically con-
soling proof of the existence of evil in the world. This is both
useful and reassuring: One's own identity or mission in the world
takes on greater clarity. The manifest evil or the "other" con-
firms one's own virtuous identity and spiritual commitment.
Yet it could also be that, even for our good Christian friends,
the sexually dissident has additional meanings. Could homo-
dfliltllB^
sexuality—as act, as identity, or merely as image—be the lan-
guage, the bridge or threshold to a realm that they dimly know
and yet persistently need? Might the sexually dissident be—as
Mary Caputi, speaking of the positive value of the obscene, has
suggested—a manifestation of one's desire for a sense of greater
wholeness and connectedness?
I would suggest that sexual dissidence is troubling yet neces-
sary language. Homosexuality and bisexuality are real phenom-
ena, and in the real world many people who identify themselves
as such probably lead unexciting, prosaic lives. But for many of
us outside of the sexually dissident world, the homosexual or
bisexual is the distorting mirror in which we perceive some-
thing of ourselves, the lens which re-
focuses the larger question of sex
itself, beyond gender. The shock
and extremes of sexual dissi-
dence function, in my opinion,
much like the pornographic. As
Paglia has said, "Pornography
shows us nature's daemonic
heart, those eternal forces at work
beneath and beyond social con-
vention. Pornography cannot be
separated from art; the two inter-
penetrate each other, far more
than humanistic criticism has ad-
mitted" (Sexual Personae).
So, while we define ourselves
by claiming authentic member-
ship in the mainstream body, or
by asserting our emphatic differ-
ence from "the different," we
continue to need the dissident.
Our collective culture continues
to cultivate and exploit the im-
ages of sexual deviance, of cross-
dressing (not necessarily sexu-
ally deviant, but always "ques-
tioning" the norm), of androgyny
(see M. Garber's Vested Inter-
ests). As individuals, many of us
may reject or take issue with my assertion of the importance and
vital continuity of sexual dissidence in culture and the collective
imagination. Many may feel comfortable and untroubled with
their own sexually normative identity, a sexuality about which
they "rarely think." Nor would I question the sincerity of such
feelings of certainty. I would suggest that the dimension of the
sexually dissident in the realms of art, culture, and idea is some-
thing that, whether we think about it or not, surrounds and af-
fects us, consciously and unconsciously As idea and possibility,
sexual dissidence is the constant buzz of a language that we hear
or ignore, repress or indulge, but that we can never really ban-
ish. In the unlikely world of an exclusive sexual normality the
artistic imagination would wither and die—and Mick Jagger,
Madonna, and Michael Jackson would be selling pencils on a
street corner. 3>
by Heather TYabert
enison is beset with stereotypes. We've
all heard them: "Denison is a rich kid's party
school," "a school for Ivy League rejects,"
or "Denison students are merely buying their degrees."While
we know that not everyone here fits these descriptions and that
we are as diverse in our make-up as we are in our reasons for
SSi:::::^
coming here, many Granville residents have good reason for
assuming things about us. There are approximately 7,000 people
who reside in Granville. Denison students make up almost 2000
of that number. Needless to say, in the summer and when Denison
is on break, Granville is a distinctly different town from the one
we know. Considering some of our obnoxious behavior and oc-
casionally outrageous antics, I had always assumed that Granville
residents would be fed up with us. Howevei; a quick trip to the
village both confirmed some of my suspicions and challenged
others.
Granville residents like to think of themselves as open and
accepting of the Denison presence, but there are a few things
they seem to have a tough time dealing with. According to po-
lice officer and Granville resident Frank Bower, the most fre-
quent complaint permanent residents have is the lack of parking
spaces when Denison is in session. Of course, it's always diffi-
cult to find a parking spot downtown, but for those who live
nearest to the campus, it is often impossible to park in front of or
even near their own homes. The number of cars we bring to
school seems to exceed the amount of space we have to store
them, and we inevitably seek storage space in the surrounding
community. Now that freshmen are allowed to have cars, the
problem is even more significant, and Granville residents seem
not to be pleased.
Many people think it would be desirable to live in a college
town. There are cultural attractions, performances, exhibits, con-
certs, lectures, and a great deal of eneigy emanating from the
campus that often flows over into the village. But along with the
good, inevitably comes the
bad. When school is in ses-
I11IIM sion, for instance, the
workload of the Granville
police nearly doubles. The
police blotter in the local
newspaper is filled with
evidence of this and the
exhausted looking officer
you see driving around
town at midnight can attest
to the assertion that
Denison students have a de-
cidedly negative effect on
the town at some times. For
instance, in September,
October, and November of
1994 alone, 40 Denison
students were arrested for
various violations of the
law.
Noise pollution is an-
other issue that inspires the
ire of Granville residents.
On Friday nights, one can
always expect to hear
booming music emanating
from Fraternity Row, cars
noisily dashing back and forth on beer runs, and groups of in-
ebriated men and women stumbling down to Brews for yet an-
other refill. But this is all relative, says one Granville resident,
and nothing of late can match the sort of commotion that oc-
curred in the 1960's when those in our age group were far more
disruptive and loud. Student activists rocked Granville with pro-
tests and vigils and civil disobedience in a way that no other
generation has. By comparison, our generation of Denidoers cre-
ate only a minor disturbance for the town.
Perhaps the most disturbing element Granville residents have
to deal with is simply the lack of friendliness that many Denison
students exhibit when in town. Workers at the Granville IGA
recall the many times that, after they had closed the store for the
day, a group of students from Denison would storm into the park-
ing lot, bang on the door and demand to be sold beer. When the
workers kindly explained that the registers were closed and the
coolers locked, they were often greeted with a stiff middle fin-
ger and a few words to the same effect. Townspeople are accus-
tomed to the typical village friendliness and cordiality they ex-
hibit toward each other, and are particularly bothered when
Denison students don't respond to their warm gestures. One of
the men you can always see sitting on the bench in front of Brews
recalls holding doors open for various students entering or exit-
ing Granville businesses. He says that he usually receives a blank
stare at best and, at worst, a complete lack of acknowledgement
of his existence. He often feels as if some think it's simply his
job to hold the door open for them.
Not everyone is less than thrilled with the presence of the
Denison students, though. Granville High School graduate, Seth
Hill, recalls the many times that he and his buddies would sneak
on campus to attend fraternity parties, events at the Bandersnatch,
or spend evenings at the Homestead. Though security soon
clamped down on this violation of Denison policy the teens were
often able to get back in. Another Granville High graduate stu-
dent recalls having had fun stealing kegs from drunk fraternity
men.
When we Denison students finally go home, graduate, or go
on vacation, the police blotter section suddenly becomes limited
to an occasional drunk driver and emeigency calls for assistance.
Parking spaces become easier to locate, and Granville life settles
down to the slow pace characteristic of many small midwestern
towns.
There is, however, at least one other group of people in
Granville, aside from high school students, who miss us terribly
and can't wait for us to return. In the summer and over breaks,
local business owners must limit their expenditures and tighten
their budgets because the loss of almost 2000 potential custom-
ers has a significant effect on the amount of business they do. If
there is one endearing quality Granville residents appreciate about
us, it is the contents of our wallets, and our willingness to share
those contents with them. 3>
Gilly's Auto Sale
Serving you until the sale goes through.
No guarantees. No warranty. No law suits. No rude insults. No food stamps. This sale's final.
Because It Doesn't Get Any Better Than This.
Granted, it's a fantasy. The custom paint job on the hood distinguishes this fine automobile from all others (exclusive gray
spot design costs extra). A full tank of gas (also costs extra) will whisp you to Columbus and back (depending on how fast
you can push it up Denison's main drag) in no time. You'll never have to worry about getting a speeding ticket. Original
interior dates back to 1983 and comes complete with customized cigarette burn decor Reliable, dependable tire that works.
The latest in windshield wiper technology (they work best in the dry season). ^Sjandard'Automatic transmission, first gear
works fine for all speeds. Sleek permanent hatch-back (removed back window provides low-cost air conditioning). Impress
your friends, family, and elderly neighbors with a brand new cellular phone by Mattel. Special built-in compact disk com-
partment also holds maps, warranty, registration, gloves. AM stereo included, CD player not. All you need is $1,500 and a
new drive shaft. (There may also be a small crack in the block. Look, don't worry about it.)
Hair Styling
at
ffflf
832 S. 30th St. Heath Plaza
Now
RECRUITING:
• WRITERS
• ARTISTS
• PHOTOGRAPHERS
• INTELLECTUALS
• IDEALISTS
• TROUBLEMAKERS
E-MAIL: "MOYO'

